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	Title	Source	Date
	
MILCO:20 Largest Health Study of US Military Personnel Commemorates 20 Years of Research 	SCOPE Magazine of Naval Medical Research and Development	Jan-Mar 2022
	

The Millennium Cohort Study is the largest and longest-running health study in US military history. Findings from the Study document not only the potential long-term health impacts of military service, but also the resilience of service members.



	
Millennium Cohort Study tracks military health trends 	The Boot and JetStream	June 10, 2005
	

BEAUFORT, S.C. - More than 100,000 service members are enrolled in a long-term study to identify health
effects associated with military service. Health experts from the Department of
Defense and the Veteran's Administration developed the Millennium Cohort Study ...



	
Long Term study to track health effects of military service 	Stars and Stripes newspaper	June 16, 2005
	

WASHINGTON - Researchers will track more than 100,000 service members over the next 17 years
to help gauge the health effects of military service, overseas deployment and combat
exposure. The Millennium Cohort Study - which researchers say is the largest of its kind ...



	
DoD study ongoing to investigate Marines' health 	USMC Press Release	June 2, 2005
	

SAN DIEGO - In response to health events surrounding the 1990-1991 Gulf War, a need was
identified to create a long-term study to describe the health affects associated
with military service, especially those related to ...



	
Military.com's Veterans Report announces upcoming 2007 survey 	Veterans Report	March 12, 2007
	

The U.S. military's largest veterans benefits update website, run by Military.com, has recently posted an announcement of the upcoming
2007 Millennium Cohort Study survey ...



	
U.S. Medicine Institute for Health Studies announces upcoming 2007 survey 	U.S. Medicine Institute for Health Studies	May 11, 2007
	

This month, the Department of Defense (DoD) will launch the third and final recruitment phase of the largest prospective health project in military history -- the Millennium Cohort Study.



	
DoD study ongoing to investigate Airmen's health 	Air Force Press News	May 27, 2005
	

SAN ANTONIO - An ongoing Department of Defense health study will ultimately examine
health surveys submitted by service members throughout 20 years. The joint-service
Millennium Cohort Study will evaluate the health risks ...



	
Health Study Uses Data from Global War on Terrorism 	DefenseLink.mil News Article	May 29, 2007
	

When a landmark Defense Department-sponsored health study was launched six years ago, one of its goals was to evaluate the impact of future deployments on long-term health. The investigators did not know how timely the project would be...

Story shared in the Association of Military Surgeons United States (AMSUS) The Society of the Federal Health Agencies Newsletter dated Summer 2007



	
Tricare.mil announces upcoming 2007 survey 	Tricare.mil Press Room	May 9, 2007
	

Starting in May, the Department of Defense will launch the third recruitment phase of the largest prospective health project in military history...



	
Cause and Effect: The Millennium Cohort Study focuses on the long-term health-care consequences of deployment 	The American Legion Magazine	October 2010
	

Since 2001, the
Department of
Defense has been
conducting a large-scale, long-term study of military personnel and veterans to help close the information gap. The Millennium Cohort Study randomly selected the first of what were eventually about 150,000 participants from all service branches, the National Guard and the reserves, asking them to answer health-related questionnaires once every three years over a span of 21 years.
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The appearance of hyperlinks does not constitute endorsement by the
Department of Defense of non-U.S.
Government sites or the information, products, or services contained therein. Although the Department of Defense may or may not use these sites as additional distribution channels for Department
of Defense information, it does not exercise editorial control over all of the information that you may find
at these locations. Such links are provided consistent with the stated purpose of this website.















The Millennium Cohort Study is an authorized Department of Defense project at the Deployment Health Research Department, located at the Naval Health Research Center, in San Diego, California. OMB Control #: 0703-0064/RCS: DD-NAVY(AR)2678, and Primary Institutional Review Board Protocol # Naval Health Research Center.2000.0007.
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